SECURITY MANAGEMENT

"ALWAYS-ON"
ENDPOINT DEFENSE
Detect and stop threats to critical
business assets.

■

Detect and remediate threats early
in the threat lifecycle

Cyber criminals seek the easiest path to a pay day, often
targeting small and medium-sized organizations with
highvalue assets—but with limited security defenses. It’s
critical to continuously monitor your endpoints for detection of
suspicious activity and have the means to automatically
initiate response and containment measures.

■

Strengthen the protection of
critical assets

THE CHALLENGE

HIGHLIGHTS

■

Gain the expertise and coverage of
a 24x7 SOC

■

Remove the cost and complexity of
solution deployment and management

■

Focus on your running your business

Hackers are skilled at bypassing traditional perimeter and
antivirus defenses on their way to vulnerable endpoints. Once
a beachhead is established, they begin their lateral movement
tactics towards crown jewel assets. Unfortunately, their
malicious intent too often appears as ‘normal’ user activity,
rendering organizations with limited detection tools, monitoring
and the expertise to discern a real threat from ‘white noise’ at
risk of a data breach—or becoming the next ransomware
hostage.

THE SOLUTION
Limited defense in depth? We’ve got you covered. Limited security expertise? We can help with that! Our
"always-on" endpoint defense delivers enterprise-grade threat detection, incident response, remediation
and the benefits of a dedicated 24x7 Security Operations Center (SOC), so you can focus on what you do
best, running your business. As a managed endpoint detection and response service, your environment is
continuously monitored for thousands of virus and malware variants including multi-variant ransomware
attacks and the latest cryptomining infiltrations. Designed to rapidly identify the root cause of a threat and
diagnose related corrupt source processes and system settings—when malicious behavior is detected,
immediate response and remediation measures are initiated on the endpoint including disconnect,
quarantine or roll back to an acceptable no-risk state. Threats are contained before they can do harm, and
you stay operational. For best in-class security solutions contact.
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SECURITY MANAGEMENT

KEY BENEFITS
24x7 Endpoint Monitoring by Expert Staff
You gain the power of 24x7 monitoring of your environment without the staffing costs and expertise required of a
dedicated SOC. We chase down the real threats from the noise, creating a force multiplier for your IT team who are
now free to focus on your IT operations.

Simple and Cost Effective Deployment — "Always-On" Threat Coverage
As a managed service, we remove the costs and complexity of deployment and ongoing management associated with
enterprise software. You gain the output of "always-on" endpoint detection and response for the protection of your
most critical assets, no matter, where your endpoints are deployed, be it office, home, airport or hotel.

Next-Gen Threat Detection and Remediation
Leveraging patented threat identification and remediation technology, your desktops and servers are fully protected
across multiple environments for the broadest range of coverage, including Windows, Mac and Linux, as well as
virtualized servers in AWS, VMWare, Citrix, VirtualBox and Hyper-V.

Next Steps
Visit us online to book your free assessment.
.
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